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About This Game

Platform Golf is a 2D physics based arcady golf game.
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Title: Platform Golf
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Patrick Hofmann
Publisher:
Bytecrunch
Release Date: 2 Jan, 2018

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64Bit

Processor: Intel® Pentium® N3520 2.17 

English
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heels. golf simulator platform. mqb platform vw golf. platform golf scirra. golf mat platform. golf mqb platform. platform golf
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platform. golf practice platform. golf mk6 platform. golf driving platform. golf 8 platform. golf 3 platform. golf clubs platform.
platform golf green. platform golf shoes. pro platform golf mats

Simple concept, lots of fun. After going through about a dozen levels, it definitely increases in difficulty over time. Relatively
simple enough to make it to the hole, but getting it done within enough time to get 3 stars ranges from difficult to outright
tricksy. The bouncing mushrooms provide a good deal of zany frustration to the levels (in a good way). Nice sound effects,
charming music. overall a very good game for casual players who may not care about getting every single star for every single
level, while still a good challenge for those who do want to get all those stars. I do wish there was a way to restart the level,
rather than being forced to move on to the next one. - This was fixed by the developer the day after I posted my review.. lovely
little game if you want to play something. maybe you could add an arrow that points at your ball at the start of the level. I ehh..
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